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New Rushlight
Establishes
Wider Appeal

Tertulia Espanola
Will Hold Annual
Christmas Party

Language Club Will Have
First Issue Contributions P r ogram About Yulet ide
Include Variety Of Prose, In Spanish Count ries
The annual Christmas party of
Poetry, Critical Writing
Ru.shlight has never seemed to
appeal to the subscribers as well
as it might have.
Last year it
seemed to be dominated by a
literary clique on campus, who
often turned out some admirable
material, but who also seemed to
write only with a definite style and
in one vein. Rushlight's style appe::ired forced in so far as the
authors seemed to think they had
to plunge into the obscure, too
often doing this when simplicity and clarity would have ~een
far more effective. There was llttle
variety in the R11.shlights of last
year.
This year's first issue of Rusklight finally seemed to let the
necessary air enter. After criticism and s..iggestions, editor Roslyn
Roth and the Ru.sh-light staff decided that this year the magazine
would be more for everybody; and
in Roslyn's own words, "so that
the mystical and factual people
might have a fling."
It was encouraging to see that
two members of the freshman class
had acceptable contributions in this
first issue. Patricia Wilder's two
selections, "Wis h I May" and
")Iemories of Midget" show the
writer's keen perception of the
child's mind
with its
small
worries and immature wonder.
The childish thoughts are simple,
yet full of reflective wistfulness.
June Livermore's "Winter Gull" is a sensitive piece of
ubcrivtion.
"It's Baseball Again" was written by Angela Schimmenti and
concerns a highs chool athlete
Rudy, who was idolized by his
,choolmates.
The story is of
the disillusionment in the eyes of
a hi.,.h school boy who used to
admi;e Rudy's good sportsmanship,
thrilled at his successes, and
watched the admiration and confidence in Rudy's father's eyes. The
story is well-written in a simple,
thoughtful way.
")fidsummer Lament" by Patricia Colvin is a rich poem with
concentration on rhythm, rhyme,
and sound.
Her other poem,
"Transportation Sounds in a Classroom" is just as the title suggests:
sounds that drift into a classroom.
"Night Flight" by Amy Wright is
a descriptive poem concerning flying by night over country, water,
and city.
She has some good
ideas but does not seem to make
the reader feel completely the
great vastness of flying. "The
Prophet" by Roslyn Roth is a
thoughtful poem about a Christlike oracle who brings peace to
those with whom he lives. He
lives with the people by the mountain for a while and then leaves
these people to live a life of
asceticism while poverty-stricken
in the city. At the end he returns
to his mountain friends, who by
this time have forgotten his peace
and have r eturned to their life of
materialism.
(Continued on page 3)
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CLASS
HAS SATISFACTORY
POSTURE EXAMS
FRESHMAN

Results of the freshman posture
exams held before the Thanksgiving vacation have been compiled
y Miss Christine White, head of
,e physical education department.
Over half the class, 54.22% of
7 girls have a "good" rating.
Inly two girls or 1.41 % of the
lass were capable of winning
m "excellent" rating while 5 girls
vent to the other extreme and
vere classed a s "poor". The second
argest group, 40.84 % or 58 girls,
"ell in the "fair" classification.
Miss White expressed satisfac:ion with these results and stated
•hat the sophomores will have the
'irst chance to top the freshmen.
3ign-ups were posted last week for
·:he sophomore exams, which start
December 11.

Tertulia Espanola, campus Spanish club, will be held December
10 in Yellow Parlor at 8:00 P.M.,
announces Phyllis Turnbull '47,
president. Miss Frances Burlingame, assistant professor of Spanish, will speak on the Chilean
Christmas celebration, and Miss
Concha Breton, assistant Spanish
instructor and faculty advisor of
the club, will describe Spanish
Christmas customs.
Margarita Farina '48 of Puerto
Rico, Eugenia Tiyajero of Ecuador
and Lucia Vilela '47 of Brazil will
describe Christmas celebrations in
their countries, and will sing
typical carols.
Following Miss
Burlingame's talk, her studenl,s in
Spanish will sing an old Chilean
vil/.anciw, or carol. Miss Breton's
group will present a Catalonian
villanciro.
Entertainment program will include in the participation of
Christmas customs from many
Spanish-speaking countries. There
will be a Xacimicnto or creche,
and a pina.ta made in the form of
a Sancho Panza, which is the
)lexican equivalent of our Christmas tree.
The Romance Languages faculty
members, students and teachers of
Spanish from House in the Pines,
and past and present students of
Spanish at Wheaton are welcome
t:> attend the tea, says Phyllis.
Elizabeth Sites '49 is in charge
of refreshments.
/

Designer of the new nameplate for The Whea.t-0n News is
Charlotte Hoffberger '49. As
winner of the competition, she
1·eceives the prize of two tickets
to a play of her choice.

Mass Vote Will Determine Wheaton
Representation At Chicago Conference

Dance Group Pla ns IRC Will Sponsor
Individual R ecital Raffle To Benefit
Compositions Dec. 9 Scholarship Fund
Dance Group will give its first
performance on Monday, December
9, at 4 :30 P.M. in Plimpton Hall.
The presentation, which will last
about forty-five minutes, will inelude a studio demonstration of
class compositions, under the direction of Miss Norma Davies, ins tructor in physical education.
The individual compositions will
be presented by the dancers in informal dress and setting. Beginning with a simple theme, the
group will branch out into variations which will be followed by
variations for a trio, in different
rhythms. Also, a composition on
the qualities of movements, such
as sustained, percussive, and suspension, and some presentations
involving dances to music, will be
included in the performance.
-0---

STUDENTS
ON RU LE

VOTE
REVISION

Smoking rules will be voted on
at )lass :\1eeting Tuesday night in
Plimpton Hall, stated Elinor Sullivan, CGA president.
The rules include allowing guests
smoke in dorm parlors, on a year's
trial; smoking from Kilham gate
to the Infirmary after 6:45 P.M.;
parked car smoking on Howard
Street after 6 :45.

NATIVITY PLAY
INCLUDES PSALMS,
CAROLS, TABLEAUX

Biblical passages, psalms and
carols will replace the pre-ShakesA three dollar Marty's meal
pearean dialogue in the traditional
ticket, contributed by the Coffee
.Nativity Play, to be presented SatShop, will he raffled off by IRC
urday, Decemher 14, announces
tor the Scholarship Fund, anPatricia Gumble '47, Chairman of
nounces Natalie Fletcher '47, chairEntertainments and stage manager
man of this committee which arfor the play.
rnng~s to send a student abroad
An opening scene of Galilee will
each year.
set the locale of the story followed
Chances will be sold all next
by the Christmas story.
The
week by IRC dorm representatives
prophets, shepherds, Mary and
and members of IRC. They are
Joseph are among the characters
fifteen cents each and two for
to be chosen. Choir members will
twenty-five cents . The drawing
supply the celestial music for the
will take place at the Current
tableaux.
Events lecture, Friday afternoon,
Wednesday evening, December
December 13. If the winner is not
18, the Christmas banquet will be
pre~ent, her name will be posted on
held.
Mummers
will
parade
the bulletin board.
through the dining rooms led by
I RC formerly averaged thirty
the )laster of Revels.
dollar,; for each raffle and hopes to
-0--reach this sum towards the two
hundred dollar goal, s tated Natalie.
Fifty dollars of the total have
already been netted from the sale
of cup cakes and milk in dorms
and the sale of cokes at the Fall
Play.
Isabel Lindsay '-18 and Jane HerThe Scholarship Committee also 111g '•HJ have been chosen by the
hopes to sell prints of prominent AA Board to represent Wheaton at
English figures, contributed by the meeting of the Athletic Fed)frs. R. P. Boas, associate professor eration of College Women to be
of English, which will make good heid at Mount Holyoke this weeksuggested end.
Christmas
presents,
Chairrnnn FletC'her.
The actual conference starts to-0--day at 1 :30 P.:.\1. and continues
t hrough tomorrow afternoon. Lectures will be presented and discus,,ions wtl1 be held concerning the
various rules, regulations and
principles connected with girls'
athletics. Isabel will lead one of
New student head /°f Press these discussions.
Board is Helen Caracuzzo '48, an-0-n:>unces :'.\frs. Paul Sprague, direcFACULTY, STAFF
tor of publicity. Press Board will
continue its practice of sending FORM B OOK POOL
items concerning Wheaton students
Wheaton faculty and staff memto their local papers, according to bers have organized a "book pool"
H elen. Anyone interested in this recently in order "to provide a
work is welcome to become a new greater variety and a larger nummember.
ber of books of general interest
Helen, a News reporter, is a in the field of contemporary fiction
member of the Classical Club and and non-fiction", announced Mrs.
Romance Languages club, and has A. Howard Meneely, chairman.
worked on DA prop committee.
Borrowers will include any mem-

Lindsay, Hering
Attend A.A. Meet
At Mo~t Holyoke

H. Caracuzzo Is
Eager Eleanorw ulff Loses Frontality
New Student Head
No Sense Of Bourbon Beneath Drapery Of Press Board

LJ

)
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Miss McKee Represents
Wheaton At Regional
Speech Convention

Into the life of nearly every
zollege girl comes an afternoon
when she goes off to the art
,nuseum for a field trip. Dressed
in her itdoesn'tmatteriftheseoldthingsgetdirty clothes, and carrying lists of masterpieces to be
studied, and a small, well-concealed bottle of bourbon, she
achieves a very collegiately arty,
or artily collegiate look, but all
pretenses of Oh-I-do-this-all-thetime sophistication vanish when
down to the restaurant she trips
with her friend s to buy some lunch.
:'.\faking like a professional, Eager
Eleanor notes the post and lintel
architecture and twists her pug
nose in disdain of the green walls,
which give the place the atmosphere of an aquarium. The idea
is enforced by the cat-fish appearance of the waitresses, who float
aimlessly about with trays of clam
chowder which they deposit after
a time of wanderings in front of
old fuddy-duddy gentlemen who
slobbe r it up behind walrus
moustaches and briefcases. But
E. Eleanor has a club sand wich
toastedwithtomatoandbacon

andlettuceandmayonnaiseandpickleilli and two orders of chocolate
cream pie and two cigarettes. One
before and one after.
First gallery. King Mucktuk and
his Queen Drapshape. "Frontality,
no sense of the body beneath the
drapery, Hathor head and hieroglyphics, glyptic feeling, very monumental, found in a mastaba." Reinforcement of a small shot of
liquor.
Second gallery. Kourei Woman.
"Archaic s mile. (Eager E. practices her pre-Grecian grin) stylized
hair, no sense of the body beneath
the drapery, plastic eyebrows,
columnar skirts." Along comes a
grimy guide. "No leaning on the
statues please. No use of ink in
here."
Third gallery. Aphrodite. 4th
century. Almost time for a cigarette. "Textural differentiation between the skin, hair and drapery.
Scopasian eyes.
Praxitilean S
curve to the body. Polyklitan eyebrows, keen sense of the body beneath the drape, Oh Gawd, Gawd."
Roman Sarcophagus. Little gulp
( Continued on page 3)

:\1iss Jean McKee, instructor of
English, spoke on "The College
Theatre" at the Third New England Speech Conference, held at
Springfield College on November
30.
Colleges from all over New England, were re presented at the
convention. Group discussions were
held on literary interpretation, public address, drama, discussion and
debate, radio speech, and speech
correction. Chairman of the drama
discussion group, in which Miss
:\IcKee gave her speech, was Professor Frank P. Drummond of
Brown University.
Dartmouth, Colby, Wellesley,
Bowdoin, Emerson, Harvard, Amherst, Smith, University of Connecticut, Williams, Bouve and
many local high schools were
among those represented.
MOVIES TONIGHT
7:15
The Lost W eekend with Ray Milland
"The Riding Hannefords"

News

ber of the faculty or staff, and
wives, husbands, relatives, and dependents, who either lends or gives
one or more books to the common
pool. )1embers a1·e to borrow one
book at a time except on weekends
when they may check out two
books.
A card filing system, established
by .'.\!rs. Rachel Pratt, manager of
the Wheaton Bookstore, will provide a record of the circulation, and
borrowe rs will fill out cards upon
borrowing and returning books
which will be kept on shelves at
the rear of the Bookstore.
---0--

RA YNARDS DISCOVER,
EXTINGUISH FIRE IN SAB
A fire beginning in a rubbish
barrel burned to the ceiling of the
second floor kitchen of SAB before
being discovered by Mrs . Alton
Raynard, resident custodian of the
Student Alumnae Building, last
Tuesday night, November 26.
Mrs . Raynard, who was working
on the third floor about 11 P.M.
smelled smoke and followed it to
the kitchen where the s moke was
dense. Mr. Raynard extinguished
the flames with water.
According to Mr. Raynard, the
entire kitchen is now being repainted and will be ready for use
in a few days.

Student Delegates
Will Plan National
Union Formation
Whether or not Wheaton will
send a delegate to the Chicago
Conference to organize a National
Union of Students will be voted on
at a )lass :\1eeting Tuesday, December 10 at 7:00, announces
Elinor Sullivan '47, president o:!
CGA.
The Chicago Conference, December 27-29, will be held for the
purpose of discussing plans for
the establishment of a National
Student Union.
Nows ran an
editorial and news story last week
on the Conference. Douglas Cater,
one of the American delegates to
the Prague Congress this summer,
spoke in Chapel Wednesday morning, explaining the values of having a National Student Union.
In an informal discussion Tuesday evening, Mr. Cater, an undergraduate student at Harvard, explained that when he and 24 other
American students attended the
Prague Congress this summer, they
were impressed with the need for a
national organization to enable
students to solve their problems.
In Europe, this is done on an
in ternational, as well as nat ional
scale, '.\fr. Cater said. There were
3000 delegates at Prague, from 88
countries, representing 2½ million
students.
A
constitution was
adopted for a world organization
of students. The Congress meets
every three years, composed of
students all over the world. The
meeting provides a "mingling
ground of ideas ". Plans for student exchange and tr-.'7d, international newspaper and correspondence were discussed.
Mr. Cater emphasized that the
Unions are not political action or
religious groups. The students are
not overly idealistic in attempting
to solve world political problems,
but are practical and only attempt •
to solve solvable problems, he said.
The financing of the Union must
be decided upon. If we allow already established rich student organizations to finance it, we risk
their controlling it, Mr. Cater said.
The college student governments
will have to finance it.

•

t
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J. Limon Interprets
Dramatic Emotion
In Modern Dance
The emotional and dramatic force
of the modern dance captured and
held its audience in the dance
concert given November 22 by
Jose Limon and his company and
Pauline Koner. This was the first
of t hree programs sponsor ed by
t he Wheaton College Concert
Series. As embodied in Mr. Limon,
this type of. dance shows itself to
be one of the most expressive as
well as imaginative, of art 'and
spiritual forms, containing qualities of intense passion, and humor.
In the first number performed by
:'.\1r. Limon to the Chaconne by
Bach, the grace and suppleness of
his body was apparent; the easy flow
of movement is the result of the
excellence of his dance technique.
This dance form was of early Spanish origin and was adopted by the
French and transformed by them
into a social dance. In time it became the concluding dance of a ball
in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Using a spirit of dignity
and the e legance of the old court
form
throughout, Mr. Limon
brought t he old into focus with a
fresh vividness of portrayal.
The Lament for Ignacio Sanchez
Mejias was the most outstanding
work on the program from the
viewpoint of choreography, content,
technique, and performance.
It
concerns the life and death of an
Andalusian bullfighter, and is in
four parts.
Each depicts a
different attitude toward Ignacio,
ranging from the impassioned
utterances of the beholder to the
formal elegy of tribute.
Two
( Continued on IP~ 3)
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by Barbara Rex
This
is
the eighth time within
BUBi?l#I MO/'/IIJ,{l'1fr
Repqrtera
Editcr-in-Chief
five
years
that
John L. Lewis has
Audrey
MacLeod
'48
Mary
Ellen
Avery
'48
Barbara Lynn '47
shouted, "No contract," and 400,
Helen
Caracuzzo
'48
ABsociate Editor
Mary Evelyn Dutton '47 Circu.la.ti.on Mana{lt!JT
000 miners have responded with
Barbara Asch '47
Mary E. Keller '49
Barbara Kellner '49
"No work," but it is the first time
Managing Ediwr
Evelyn Masi '48
that any UMW head has acth·ely
Adverti,mg Manaqw
Phyllis Maynard '47
Patricia Steel '48
Natalie
Moore
'48
struck
against his Government. It
Beverly Yeaple '48
hrBiBtant Editor
is
the
first time that any labor
Colum-niBu
Anitumt
Margaret Duffy '48
leader has had it in bis power
Adv~Ma.na,gw
Carol Adams '47
M omo Nagano '47
Loia Arnold '(8
to permanently weaken the governClio Colivas '47
ABBiBta1tt
Elizabetih
King
'47
ment of the United States. It is,
Managing Ediwr
A11i1ta1tt
Livermore '60
Katherine Reynolds '49 June
indeed,
a critical moment in our
Headline
Editl:>N
Barbara Rex '47
Virginia Didier '48
history. As New, goes to the press
H eadline Ediwr
Cartoon.iBtB
Natalie Fletcher '.(7
there is still no solution.
Evelyn Van der Veer '47 Margaret Crowell '47
Janet Fraas '47
The advent of May 29th was
Cornelia O'Dowd '49
Photcgraphy Editor Tacie Heath '47
one of a series that has finally
Henrietta Hopper '48 Margaret Pierson '47
Jean Replogle
:\fariam Metcalf '49
Mary Renwick '.(8
brought Mr. Lewis to the court
Sports Reporters
Mary Tracy '47
Barbara Schott '.(7
room, for on this day Secretary of
Jane Hering '49
FeatJ&Te Wriur.
the Interior, Jules A. Krug and
Barrie Reid '48
Burinua Staff
Elisabeth P . Greene '47 Mary Griffith '49
Virg inia Wallace '48
Mr. Lewis signed a contract to end
Jean Schabacker '49
Jane Hering '49
ProoI readera
a soft coal strike that was paralizMarie Schloss '49
Joy Merritt '49
Mary Arnold '60
ing industry. The contract was
T111ri&u
Anne Neilson '49
Nancy Cook '48
to endure for "the duration of GovSally Stevens '49
Elizabeth Clefg '49
Janet Heller '49
Louise Taylor '49
ernment ownership." In this conDaphne Fay 48
:Nancy Lumbert '49
Elizabeth Tufel '49
Mildred Koch '49
l'atricia Pieper '48
tract there was a clause stating
Ruby Watson '49
Mary Lou Scott '49
Louiie Taylor '49
that either party had the right to
reopen the contract. On October
.l!:r tered as second class matter June 8, 1926 at the Poat Office at 21st Mr. Lewis acted on this clause,
Norton, Mass., under the Act o! March 8, 1879
saying that in certain minor ways
the Government had breached the
May 29th contract.
Nothing
"The Fiction of Equality''
happened. On November 16th Mr.
Organization of UN into a working body which will Lewis wrote Mr. Krug that their
assure the world of peace is the purpose of Student Federalists, contract would terminate on
November 20th. According to the
according to Helen Ball '46, national chairman of SF. In rules
a contract with the Governspeaking to Wheaton SF m embers, Helen suggested ways in ment does not end until both
which our chapter can have a part in the formation of world parties have mutually consented
that it should, and so, naturally
government.
Another plea for world government was made on Novem- the Government asked Mr. Lewis to
withdraw his cancellation, and
ber 16, by H. E. General Carlos P. Romulo, Permanent Repre- when he refused they found him
sentative of the Republic of the Philippines to the UN. The guilty of contempt of court.
lucid statement which represented 18 million Filipinos, was
These are the events upon which
presented before the Political and Security Committee of UN, Mr. Lewis is being tried. But the
and was promptly buried by metropolitan newspapers. It was court procedure seems to be one
general confusion. In the first
a stat ement embodying many of the principals of advocates of
place, the court was shaky as to
for world government.
whether Judge Goldsborough (the
Noting that the Charter, as it stands now, is ineffectual man trying the Lewis Case) had
for the establishment of world peace, General Romulo pro- jurisdiction to issue the order to
Mr. Lewis to withdraw his cancelposed a r evision. "The great and fundamental reason for a lation
of the Government contract.
review of the Charter is that the basic structure of the Charter The Union argued that the Norrisis inadequate to achieve its main purpose-the maintenance
( Continued on page S)
EDITORIAL BOARD

of peace," he said.
Surprisingly enough, Romulo as a representative of a
small nation, saw the danger of the "one-nation--0ne-vote"
rule. Not only the nations of small population, but also the
Great Powers, s uffer from this method of voting. He saw
the n ecessity of recognizing other factors besides those of
population as a basis for representation, such as resources,
industi-ial and military power, and literacy.
He criticized the veto monopoly of the five Great Powers,
indicating that it operates in a negative sense. It thus leaves
the Security Council powerless. With the Assembly endowed
with effective legislative powers, an a1mament race could be
prevented. To counterbalance the powers of the Assembly,
the Security Council would be the executive agent.
"What is needed is a narrowly limited World Federal
Government . . . It is either limited world government or
unlimited world anarchy, and eventually still another world
war."

--

Be Informed
The student body has had the opportunity to inform
itself of the pending National Union of Students Conference. The November 22 issue of News outlined the purpose,
plans and aims of the conference. House meetings were held
Tuesday night to present the facts again. ~1r. Douglas Cater,
a member of the preparntory committee of IUS, spoke in
chapel Wednesday, urging the matter to the attention of the
students.
Tue£day night there will be a Mass Meeting to vote on
sending a delegate to the conference. By that time all of
us should have knowledge of the IUS. There was no excuse
whatsoever that the majority of Council and Cabinet members
were entirely uninfo1med on the matter at a recent meeting,
following the distribution of the November 22 News.
Assuming that the plan of sending a delegate to the conference will meet with approval, the task of selecting a
Wheaton representative will be set before us. It is important
that each one of us take an active, constructive interest in
the choosing of candidates. To help insure success of the
conference, and to procure benefits for Wheaton, our sincere
efforts must be offered.

-

The Now

A n ew column will be found in The Wheaton News this
week. On a small scale, it is an attempt to catch at a modern
world that is constantly shifting and changing.
The Now will appear once a month. In it, students selected by News staff will interpret what is happening today
in the arts. They will attack their material from an experimental point of view, discovering new trends and hitting
upon those fundamental expressions that have a permanent
value.
The theatre, the dance, photography, motion pictures
art, literature, music, and education all have as their medi~
t.he expressive quality of man. The arts have passed far beyond the recreational level and symbolize now the stabilized
creative force of a current time.
'

-0---

Speech
(Editors' note:
The following is a reprint from
the Chi.cago Stin, sent to Newa by
Kay Cremin, ex-'46.)
"No More Gothi.c, Plea..s,l'
"New dormitories in Chicago are
planned by the University of
Illinois. Instantly the mind conjures up a set of splendid Gothic
buildings, hoary with newness;
heavily mullioned windows cleverly
concealing their steel structure;
fake buttresses flying on no
functional mission; the pointed
arch, the vacant niche, the delicate
tracery of mass-produced medievalism.
Thanks to Princeton,
Yale, the University of Chicago
and countless other campuses,
Gothic has become almost the norm
of American college architecture.
Does it have to be? Must an
American university in the year
1946 slavishly ape an ancient monastery, or even a Georgian church
or a colonial meeting house? We
are hopefully waiting !or some
courageous board of trustees to
employ some courageous architect
who will bravely and frankly build
academic structures for the contemporary world in contemporary
design."

-<>--Dear Editor:
The student parlor in SAB is
a room turned over to students
who wish to study with a certain
degree of comfort and silence.
However, this objective is impossible under the present ruling that
the door to the room must remain
open at all times. The noises that
issue from bowling, piano playing,
door slamming and the like, hardly
create an atmosphere conducive to
any sort of mental concentration.
This rule of the "Open Door"
as it applies to male guests is
unde rstandable and I am sure,
would be followed by all o! us
~nder the honor system, but surely,
1t need not apply to girl students
who arc intent upon getting some
book-learning.
In the interests of all I think
it is time this rule wr/.s altered
to permit a closed door when students alone are studying in the
room.
Elizabeth Jevdet

The Dance

Music

by June Livermore
The
shuffle
and
monotone
dropped to a rustle and a whisper
when the lights dimmed and the
rhythmic drum beats of "YlenkeYlembo" began. The audience was
startled and suddenly caught into
the beat--strange, alien, hypnotizing.
"Bal Negre", the latest
Katherine
Dunham
production,
thunders in rhythm and then
whirls into dance. One becomes
slightly electrified at the introduction or lack of introduction, for
after the chanting Overture the
dancers appear in the "Congo
Paillete", a Haitian Corn-Sorting
Ritual, and Sixth Avenue's tawdry order in the afternoon sun,
the intimate Victorian theatre with
lights poking through the matinee
twil ight recede and there exists
for a space of short hours only the
Dance and the spotlights on the
bodies, flexing, flinging, moving
with agile animal grace.
Katherine Dunham uses primitive dance forms and rhythmsAfrican, Haitian, Cuban, South
American, American Negro and
Pacific Island Groups' tribal and
folk culture, as the basis for her
theatrical productions. A graduate
of the University of Chicago where
she majored in Anthropology, she
later spent a year and a half on
Rosenwald s cholarships in the
Caribbean gathering material for
her thesis and for dance presentations of which the "Tropics and
( Continued on page 4)

by Patsy Gumble
Twentieth Century American
mus ic may well act as a mirror
which reflects the social and intellectual characteristics of the
people. The mus ic itself is of
multiple types, and similarly, the
American people ol current times
possess a variety of traits. It is
most plaus ible to say that the
American characteris tics are the
cause, and the music is the resulting effect.
The American of the twe ntieth
century depends upon the past for
a certain category of its music.
This type constitutes the traditional classical.
T schaikowsky,
Brahms, Beethoven, Mozart, Sibelius, and Rachmaninoff are
among the many European composers popular with Americans.
Within the last twenty-five years
we have also seen a significant
flowering of Ame rican composers
in the field of classical music.
Ives, Hanson, Roy Harris, Copland,
Schuman, Barber, and Piston are
names of which the Americans have
become proud. Their contributions
to the American School of classical
mus ic have been heretofore unequalled.
The
twentieth
century
in
America has learned to incorporate
jazz into serious music. Jazz, a
distinctly American idea and development, by being thrus t into
serious mus ic, has prnduced a new
and fascinating serious element in
music, which satis fies a vigorous
and rhythm-conscious public. By
combining jazz and serious music,
we see again the American genius
in making things its own: incorporating its own tastes with
those of more s table backgrounds.
( Continued on page 4)

--

The Theatre
by .l/a.rtha Johns
"The Ice :'.\Ian Cometh" is a 20th
Century play first in the presentation of its subject matt,er. Eugene O'Xeill is continually probing
the mysteries of life in search of
the answer.s to universal problems.
The characters of "The Ice :'.\1an
Cometh", negati\·e and introspec•
ti,·e, are so befuddled b~· the difficulties of their lives that they seek
refuge in drinking and in pipedreams. At the end of the play
O'Xeill has shown that this is only
a mean kind of escape, and not an
answer to their problems. These
unresolved ideas make the play
grow, bringing about increased
thought froon the audience.
The piny is modem in picturing
the tragic lives of small people on
the bottoon of society. o•~eill
draws from personal experience qi
his earlier life when he was drinking too much and groping for a
stand in life as a writer. "Since
his eminence as a writer co.nws
from his passionate, poetic wondt?r
about the truth of the universe,·•
says Brooks Atkinson, "the characters in his dramas are hardlv
more than illustrations of hi~
ideas; he is not confined by their
experiences.
But no group of
characters has made such a deep
impression on him as the battered
men and blowsy wrunen he knew
in those squalid years when ht·
was on the bum. Elemental peoplP.,
they were good instruments for
conveying the elemental quality of
l\Ir. O'Xeill's meditations on life."
This picture gives the play social significance and a 20th century attribute. ,O 'Neill feels th<'
unhappy plight of these weak
people and shows them, in their
drunken, dirty state, to us of the
ivory towers and pink lemonadei;.
The curtain rises on a scene of
living death.
The tawdry bar
rorun of Harry Hope's establishment is filled with individuals who
have fallen to moral and physical
depths.
Their lives are made
bearable by the vivid pipe dream s
to which each one tenaciously and
self-deceivingly clings.
Larry Slade, one-time anarchist,
thinks he can escape the torment
of his dis illusionment by absenting
him!!elf completely from his former life and by taking on the role
of the bar room philosopher and
cynic.
Hugo, the one-time editor of
Anarchist periodicals, dreams on
(Continued on page .()

Art
by Clio CoHvaa
•
The Institute of Modem Art on
Newbury Street initiated a new
sea son and the opening of its new
galleries with its Tenth Anniversary
Re ti·os pective
Exhibition,
which will be on view through
December 15. With the return of
leading mcmbe1·s of its staff from
distinguished war service, the Ins titute pauses to look back over
the decade 1936-1946 with its more
than forty significant exhibitions.
In this carefully chosen and concentrated group representing the
Modern Movement, we see the
essence of the revolutionary change
that has occurred in art. And yet,
we see bow very much is already
"classic" even in such a contemporary production as this. In these
paintings is seen the reflection and
assertion of all the major aesthetic
and technical patterns and effects
of contemporary life.
"The Sources of :'.\fodern Painting"
group s hows a link between the
present and past, showing by example the influence of African cult
mas ks, Persian miniatures, Attic
vases, and Egyptian mummy portraits. These things have clearly
given ins piration to modern artists such as Picasso, :'.\fodigliani,
\Vhis tler and Matisse, whose works
are nevertheless marked by an
originality of conception which
comes out of an increasingly
marked introspection on the part
(Continued on page 4)
-0----

Literature

by F wn:nce Curme
On the surface, Christopher L3
Farge's recent novel, The Suddtn
Guest, is a vivid and detailed account of two days in the life of
Carrel Leckton, an egocentric
sp inster of s ixty years, in her ancestral Rhode I sland sea-shore
by Carolyn Franke
home. The two days are those
The great task, responsibility, µp on which the hurricanes of 1938
and challenge which has been as- and 1944 swept across the New
signed to education today was England coast. The reader learns
brought to the foreground last about these storms and their effect
month during "Education Week". upon a woman bitterly opposed to
In their theme-"Educatlon f or the anything intrusive, through a
Atomic Age"--educators believe unique type of p sychological inthat the only path towards a hap- !<ight into the workings of her
pier and safer world, a world with mind.
las ting peace, is t hat of education
T echnically, The Sudden Guest
for all. It is recognized t hat there may be seen to fulfill three puris no material defense agains t
poses: the first, the story itself,
atomic energy; our defense must revolving about :\1iss Leckton's percome from another source. \Vben ~ona l experiences during the course
education has propagated tole1·- of the two storms ; secondly, an
ance, understanding, and intelli- expose of the kind of person who
gence, we can be s ure that our lives to itself, engendering ultiquestion will
be alfu·matively mately and inevitably a neatly outanswered-"Will civilization sur- lined and highly characteristic hell
vive?". If ignorance, hatred, dis- all its own. Finally, the novel may
crimination, and suspicion are not be regarded as a timely warning,
checked by the force of education, subtlely allegorical, ii the hurriit is clear that catastrophe will canes can bear analogy to two
win the contest.
world wars.
In order to make this task more
The 1944 storm sets the story in
concrete, seven aims or practices motion, in spite of :\1iss Leckton's
have been specified. (1) Through in .. istcncc to the contrary. The
intergroup and interracial educa- reader immediately feels the intion, which will make clear the credibly static quality that makes
int,erdependence of all peoples fo r up her personality, and is horrieach other's well-being, the inten- fied but not totally surprised, to
tion of "Brotherhood" will be see her res istance to the unexpected
realized. (2) The aim of "World arrival of persons seeking shelter
Security" is made possible not
( Continued on page 4)
only by the teaching of international relations, but by instructing people how to use and operate
CHURCH SPEAKER
the machinery of the United
Rev. E. F. Stoneham, minister
Nations and the U.N.E.S.C.O. I!
of the First Unitarian Society
the United Nations is to be sucChurch of Exeter, N. H., will be
cessful, we need more than a mere
the church s peaker Sunday, Decemknowledge about the organization ber 8.
and strncture of it; we need to
know how to harmoniously put it
into function. (3) "Facing New
Tasks" brings to light the task of
CHAPEL ~IUSIC FOR Sl'ND.\ Y
~ur~iculum and structural reorganDecember 8, 1916
ization necessary in the schools.
J. S. Bach
Such problems as extending eduPrelude:
Chorale
Prelude and Pascational facilities to remote areas
torale on "Vom Himmel hoc!J·•
rebuilding the teaching profession'
Chorale Prelude on "Wach"t
and providing education for vei:
auf"
erans come under this heading.
(.1) The importance of environ- Anthem: For unto us a Child is
born (Choruses and Aria fro'll
mental conditions for the developCantata 142)
ment of youth and adults is brought
out in the desire to "Develop Better Response: Beside Thine altar
(Chorale from the Christ.mas
Com_munitics".
An
improved
Oratorio)
qudah t_y of recreation, health, social,
an 1ibrary opportunities are sug- Pos tlude: Chorale PrcludP on "In
dir ist Fre ude"
(Continued on page 4)
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Douglas Cater
Chapin's Super Busy Phyl Juggles Trays J. Donvez Depicts
Presents Talk
Argues Issues, Eats At Will, Visits Bud
Humanistic Spirit
On Student Union What can one dig up to say
In French Culture
Speaker Urges Wheat.on
Participaticn At Meeting
"It is important that Wbeaton
and other New England colleges
participate in the National Student
Union Conference," emphasized
Douglas Cater, member of the
Harvard Student Council, who
spoke in chapel Wednesday morning on the object and importance
of the preliminary conference to be
held in Chicago from December
28 to December 31.
Cater, a delegate to the International Student Conference at
Prague and a member of the
Preparatory Council of the Chicago
Conference, urged Wheaton to
elect a competent delegate who
would be able to return with an
intelligent report, and stressed the
fact that the success of the Chicago
meeting "depended on how many
students from how many colleges
attended the Conference".
Enumerating as functions of the
proposed National Student organization as the establishment of
student exchanges, taking part in
the publication of an international
students' newspaper, and handling
domestic student problems, Cater
pointed out the existence of
national student organizations in
other countries.
"Students in
Europe already have begun an experiment in internationalism," he
stated,
adding
that
Britain's
Xational Student Union, formed in
1942, took the lead in calling for
an International Union of Students.
He also described the International Students organization which
includes the exchange of students,
relief work, and the rehabilitation
of educational institutions in wartorn areas in its extensive program.

POLITICAL

FRAGMENTS

(Continued from page 2)
La Guardia Act prohibits the "use
of court orders in labor disputes."
In the second place, the court did
not really know whether or not
Mr. Lewis was guilty of contempt
of court for ignoring the order.
And in the third place, (a truly
paranoic factor) the union claims
it cannot be condemned under the
Smith-Connally Act (an act outlawing strikes against the Government with heavy fines and prison
terms involved) because the miners
are not "striking", they are merely refusing to work because they
have no contract!
All of these issues are exceedingly tricky.
But they clearly
point out one very weak point in
the structure of Government administration in the United States.
The coal strike proves that the
Government has absolutely no
}fansfield 300

2-1 Hour Service

against Phyl when her friends tell
of this ec major's accomplishments
us president of IRC, managing
edit.or of News, and when her
scholastic ability is recognized
each time Dr. :\1eneely r eads off
the famous Dean's List?
Even Alger' s has only kind words
to say. Why? Because she's his
best food-stocking patron. Speaking of her gorging ability, the
more rotund members on campus
can't understand why she retains
Dubarry Success School slimne s especially after seeing her try her
hardest to invite the people sh e's
waiting on to leave the table so
that she alone may dive into the
leftover frankfurters on the platter. No wonder that Phy! earns
the rating of being the quickest
waitress in Emerson dining room.
Her feat of balancing a pitcher in
one hand and a heaped tray i n the
other should be signed up for
Ringling's feature act.
Third floor Chapin's pet peeve
is Phyl's mane-like black hair. All
entreaties for bobbing it have been
met with adamant refusals. Finally she has made a fair ( ? ) compromise.
When roommate Jan
11:cClure loses twenty pounds,
Chapin's hair stylists may use the
scissors as much as desired. If
one of these days you see Jan
looking like a toothpick you'll a lso
be seeing Phy! w ith a "butch".
Dartmouth sees quite a b it of
Phy! since s he Buddies around with
one certain character up there.
Recently s he travelled up to Hanover in the famous Red Angel,

effective way of dealing with labormanagement disputes on the basis
of public interest. Here is a man
who is willing to cripple our whole
economic system, a man who will
willingly take coal from those
poorer than the miners, who will
willingly take pay from millions of
pay envelopes; a man who has
done nothing to stabilize the coal
industry but who is constantly
making trouble for the Government, a man looking for self power
at the expense of our entire
national economy, and each individual American, and there is not
a single adequate labor relations
law to stop him.
We are learning the hard way,
we are learning through a failing
that has become a national crisis.
But all ready there are p lans for
a complete revision for the N LRB.
The Ferguson-Fulbright Bill advocates special compulsory labor
courts to which disputes involving
paralysis of our national economy
must be submitted. There will be
an attempt to revive the Case Bill
so that it would provide a F ederal
~Iediation Board, and a consulting period of 60 days before a
strike can be called.
And, of
course, the Republican leaders , who
favor restrictions upon labor, will
certainly see that she is kept within the bounds they establish.
Future restrictions upon labor is
only one of the many sad results

Across Frmn The Little Thea.ter
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i;ince she also is one in the partnership of that illustrious vehicle.
Dartmouth banners and magazines
clutter up Phyl's room, proving
her fondness for that college ur
a certain member there, Bud, who
takes up a great deal of Phyl's
time and perhaps future plans.
She'll be doing a million things
in one day, what with that endless
j ob of finding ushers for Sunday's
service, rushing madly to Ne,ws to
gang up with Asch on some issue,
having her D artmouth calls transferred to S.A.B., getting subscriptions for Time, having "good
natured but loud arguments" with
J an over socialistic tendencies, and
constantly trying to make Jan
blush, probably by telling her assortment of risque jokes. All in
all, as Laura says, " There's just
no limit to what she'll say or do
at any time!"
When asked as to her future
plans, Phy! sounds rather hazy.
She says she might like to teach
or work on labor relations, but our
guess is that h er relations will be
marital.
M. S.
that Mr. Lewis has brought upon
the country through his reckless
policy. Some of the other r esults
are: 1) an almost sure breaking
up of the over-all industrial unions
into smaller, more insignificant
unions, 2) an almost sure Republican victory in t he 1948 presidential
election, 3) a tendency towards
anti-labor legislation, 4) the coal
dispute will result in almost certain inflation, and 5) Mr. Lewis
is to be blamed for rais ing obs tacles against a possible income
tax-cut in 1947. All this is merely
prophesy. We shall have to wait
and see.
~1eanwhile the whole world is
watching the results of the Lewis
trial. If the government so much
as yields a point to Lewis, it can
no longer be called a Government.

JOSE LIMON
( Continued from page 1)
women recite the poetry--one, who
records his destiny, played by
Letitia Ide and the other, an observer of the hero, enacted by Meg
Mundy.
The story of the poem was forcefully done, imparting to the audience, through the prologue, the
irrevocable fate of Ignacio.
Letitia I de and Meg Mundy did
full justice to their parts. As the
figure of destiny, Miss Ide impressed upon the audience t he
immovability, the implacability of
Fate and its inexorable march f orward to the final consummation of
its goal.

City Cab Co.
Tel. 111
STAND AT PARK HOTEL
Attleboro, Mass.

Large Variety of New

Costume Jewelry

The humanistic spirit of modern
French cultu1·e can be ti-aced back
lo the Renaissance in the 16th
century and the classicism of the
17th century, pointed out Monsieur
Jacques Donvez in his lecture last
Tuesday night in Yellow Parlor.
Andre Gide, Cezanne and Debussy
exemplify the lively Renaissance
spirit of freedom in their respective fields of literature, art and
music. Paul Valery and Maurice
Rav1c?I show the classic tradition in
their emphasis on rules.
M. Donvez played selections on
the piano from Ravel, Debussy and
:\lozart and showed slides of
Cezanne and Gauguin to illustrate
his lecture.
Andre Gide, fundamentally religious, displays the love of life
and a confidence in the goodness
of man typical of the Renaissance
man, commented M. Donvez. He
also compared Gide to the classic
Descartes because he questioned
ev1c?rything. Gide, extremely verrntile, believes in conserving a
, outhful spirit by continuous intellectual effort, asserted 1\1. Donvez.
Debusi;y revolted from the formal
style of mus ic and composed purely for the "pleasure of the ear,"
explained l\l. Donvez. Rejecting
ru1es of composition, he showed his
love for nature by writing music
which expressed the beauty of
nature.
Cezanne also instituted a reform
in art by portraying natu1·e in its
intrinsic beauty of color and form,
said the speaker. In the 18th century painting largely depicted the
essentially inartistic subjects of
moralizing and history, he added.
Ravel and Valery, like the
c:assicists of the 17t h century, imposed rules on themselves in order
to attain a more perfect form of
art, according to 1\1. Donvez.
Valery compared the pleasure of
an artist in the intellectual discip:ine of rules as like that which
the athlete took in improving his
skill by following the rules of the
game.
Ravel, he explained, regarded
mus ical composition as a problem
for him to resolve according to
rules like those of geometry. Thus
he set to music difficult texts which
account for the esoteric character
of much of his music, said 1\1.
Donvez.
---0--

NEW RUSHLIGHT
(Continued from page 1)
From the varied assortment of
poetry, prose, and critical writing
that has been discussed, it can
readily be seen that this year's
Rushlight has improved. A possible suggestion for obtaining more
material for future issues would be
to have the creative writing classes
turn over all material.
M. S.
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Student's Ultimate Goal
Must Be Maintenance
Of ,vorld Peace
Groups working for world government are concerned with the
problem of survival, said Helen
Ball '46, National Chairman of
Student Federalists, at a meeting
last Monday night in Yellow Parlor. It is the purpose of Student
Federalists to make UN an organization that can guarantee peac~
in our t ime, s h e stressed.
Student Federalists, with some
3500 members in most of the major
colleges and many schools throughout the country, are working to
make world government a bipartisan issue at the next election,
she stated. Supporting men who
do come out for it, working to get
the Humber Resolution through
state legislatures, following up the
referendum passed in Massachusetts by contacting groups in nearby communities, corresponding with
Congressmen, Byrnes and Austin,
and working as individuals with
political parties to get them to
take a stand were a few of the
suggestions Helen offered.
It is the a im of Student Federalists to coordinate the activities
of the chapt ers in working for
world government, Helen empha~ized, and they can not take stands
in support of other issues, without
spreading themselves too thin.
However, s he urged that as individuals, students should support
many other groups working for
further inte rnational cooperation,
keeping in mind that the uppermost goal should be the preservation of world peace.
Helen
suggested
that
the
Wheaton chapter coordinate their
activities ·with t he regional h eadquarters in Boston by planning exchange of sp eakers and meetings
with other colleges. She also urged
the Wheaton group to plan some
meetings w ith the newly-formed
Brown chapter. The schools in the
neighboring towns s hould all be
stirred to organi ze chapters, Helen
stated, and the Wheaton group has
an opportunity and a responsibility to do thi s. Membership in SF
should infer more than a dollar
a year; it shou ld be a really working membership, she emphasized.
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\\"hy not make a true-to-life record
of your voice to send back home!
:\lade in Sou ndproof Studio. By
appointment only.
Tel 2«5

ACE RADIO LAB
36 Peck St., Attleboro

MILADY'S

Bonded }!ember F. T. D.
Phone 729-W
Res. 729-J
23 Bank St..
Attleboro, :\lass.

HICKS BAKERY

( Continued fl'OlD ~ 1)
of morale-builder. Can't smoke in
the ladies' john after prowling
around the catacomb of the cellar
for half an hour searching for it.
A grimy matron lurking behind the
door spots the blue, curling,
(P1·axitilean S curve) smoke, even
though our buxom buddy pretends
she is a spastic paralytic and
wiggles her hand jerkily to fan off
the faggy fumes.
Fifth gallery. Eleanor is a bit
damp because she had to go out
into the rain to finish her cigarette.
Roman Sarcophagus. "Three Neanderthalic men staring into eternity.
Drill used on the hair. Gougedout pupils of the eyes. Traces of
paint on the fingertips. Pompeian
w::.l decoration.
Flying horses
and tigers. Pse udo arches and
p:·oto-doric
columns
done
in
mosaics." Grimy guide: "Please
do noi lean on the sarcophagasus.
Please do not sit in that Pompeain
chair. It is very old and fragile."
Somehow, somewhere, the artyness has gone from Eleanorwulf
the Eager. The Muse of the arts
ha~ fled and when she comes to the
L;.i.livici throne, all she can scribble
1k wn is, "Frontality of the figures,
no sense of the body beneath the
drapery (but she had to cross that
out because there was no drapery)
s,ylized hair, fractional representation on the lute player in the lower
left corner, excellent feeling for
gesture (Venus is coyly running
through the slyvan woods in a halfhearted attempt to flee from the
Great God Pan who isn't so subtle
about his intentions) .
Our art critic is now so exhausted she hardly even looks
as a true Bostonian-Bohemianhaunter-of-the-museum strolls by
with her clip board, wearing long
black stockings. "Hell," she thinks
glancing at the legs, "she's probably only a waitress." And out
into the rain carrying the crumpled
notes s he goes, to catch a train
for Attleboro. The thought of a
toasted cheese sandwich in a diner
revives her a bit.
She lumbers off the t rain. Her
Scopasian eyes almost closed, her
Polyklitan pose collapsed into a
debutante s lump; she drinks her
nectar-of-the-gods-coffee. Her bottle of bourbon is a lmost gone, but
the black brew is flavoured up a
bit with the last few drops, and
home she goes, after having had
a lovely time indeed.
E . P. G.
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(Continued from page 2 ~
eVlOUS
Lt•
Jazz
Hot" wa• one of the firtt
I Continued from page 2)
in her hou!<e, six years pr
.
of
painters.
and
a
success
in the New York
A. the new assault is made upon
The result is a singular, extremely
The Circtis T,·io, Three J tulgetJ h~'ln1elf and her home, Miss Leclcton theatre byways and b1oadwaya,
pulsating, emotional and powerful
.
th"~ u·'ay of September 21,f She is a versatile per on, by turns
and Thrct Clow11B are ubjective IC I1ve
type of serious music.
Tentative
plans
for
next
and fierce portrayals retaining _an 1938, recalling it as "the day o
a ped'ormer, direct.or, producer,
Four 11ames stand out unmissemester were formulated at a
impact of storm and stress which L eah', desertion", when her young choreographer in the theatre and
business meeting of Student Fed- takably as the best composers of express the deep pie~y 0 _Rouault niece had left her to ~arry _an
English Dept. Head Shows eralists
prior to the Thanksgiving such a type of music: Gershwin, with a primitive s1mphct~Y a~d English Jew-an everlasting s~g- an author, anthropologist and
of M1ss lecturer. She supervises her Dun.
Novel's Relation To Truth vacation. A debate on World Robert Russell Bennett, Gould, and directness. Rousseau agam dis- ma to the rnce-proud mind to
her
Government with groups from Yale
Leckton.
Furthermore,
ham School of Dance and Theatre,
plays
his
gift
for
organization
of
Grofe.
The novel as allegory was dis- and Harvard participating and a
s hapes and color into a coherent shock and abhorrence, the ravag- which was begun in the Fall of
worked
has
Gould
'fr Robert Sharp, head lecture by an atomic scientist are
Morton
pattern of great aesthetic appeal ing combination of wind, sea ~d 1945 and now offers thirty counea
cussed by " ·
th
in vaudeville, motion pictures,
of the English Department at . e being planned.
rain which disrupted the elms . in
in his Goatherd.
.
Psyche meeting before ThanksgivThe possibility of having an in- theaters, and radio, achieving
With the
}fodern ;\Iex1can her yard and playe? havoc with for its 430 students.
Her abilities are all directly and
ter-collegiate conference here next national fame as conductor and Painters we see a varied and. all- her house, also indifferently lef~
ing recess. .
.
In ex.plaining his purpose, Mr. SJ?ring was considered. Mary ~non
her
doorstep
a
group
of
1~
encompassing
scope
of
}iexican
indirectly
connected with the stage,
Sharp said "I am going to talk wick '48 is in charge of arranging composer, in the latter field. In painting.
people seeking shelter. S~e ~ for she is constantly working fer
Assigned
the
most
1934, he composed Choral and
about the novel as allego~, deprominent place in the room, Th.e literally trapped and can m n
a congruency of her love of dancfining what I mean, atte~pting to ~ An international committee of Fugue in Jazz which was performed Sob by Siqueros is a tremendously way avoid receiving them, a nd w~ ing and her equally great scientific
show how basic and wide_spread SF under the co-chairmanship of by the Philadelphia Orchestra powerful and dramatic fi_gure see her mind groping backwar
curiosity of the people whose
that function of the novel is, an~ Marion Lamphear '49 and J anet under Stokowski. Since then he which in its significance esta.bhshes into the past and suddenly clut~hh dances she stylizes. A succinct key
how closely it is related to truth.
:Maul '48 was formed to correspond has composed numerous works the predominating mood of . the ing the present, as i! to establis
to Katherine Dunham and her work
:\fr. Sharp concerned himse~ with individuals abroad, in an effort
past decade. Although there. is_ a again her routine, orderly, walled- with the theatre can be found in •
which
have
been
performed
exwith hidden allegory, which he said to interest them in starting fedcertain retention of hardness m its up life.
what she wrote while in Chicago.
he thinks is in all great novels even eralist groups. The Wheaton Com- tensively over the air and in the rendition, the artist has proj~cted
It is only after the agonized re- "It has been my growing interest
when one least expects it. He mittee will work with the Inter- symphony hall. In his best works, great vitality into this thickly currence of these thoughts, which
to know not only how people dance,
quoted from Thackeray's Va.nity national Solidarity Committee and Gould has attempted to write j azz painted and very plastic figure.
take up the substance of the book, but even more importantly, why
Fair to illustrate his point. He the World Student Service Fund with dignity and seriousness of
In the American group we see that Carrel Leclcton emerges from they dance us they do. I! I could
also cited passages from two other to do as much as possible to ful- purpose. "To me," he once wrote, .,uch pieces as Stuart Davis' R~- a remote and solitary life into the
di~cover this a s it applie~ to dive11e
great novels, Pa,mela and Don fill the SF slogan suggested at the "jazz and swing and jive, combined port on Rockpo-rt, typical of his recognition of the facts of normal
cultural, psychological and racial
Quu:-0tc.
Chicago Convention to "feed 'em with our marvelous folk songs, are abstractions of everyday scenes, hu;;:•\n relationships.
backgrounds, I would have arrived
"The eighteenth century moral- and federate 'em."
"But the storm-this storm.- at a knowledge of ~ome of the
vitally important for our musical and Jack Levine's Fea.,t of Pure
.ISt S dealt in the permanent
The possibility of forming a SF development." His best works in- Rea!l-011, a reflection of human was over now, it was past its ~a~ . fundamentals of theatre artistry
•te
qualities of human nature qui
debating team to visit other col- clude
A 11urican
Symplwnette, weakness. Joseph Hirsch's War- There was no more danger m it. and function, as well as an uncerproudly, and some of the~ even leges was also discussed at the Foster Gallery, Pia11-0 Concerto, 1·io-r is a vivid comment of life Not in the storm itself. • •
standing of choreographic techsaid, in effect, that if their char- meeting.
Anyone interested . in Cowboy Rhapsody, First Symr ~akcn from the realities of war
"Even the experiences were over nique."
acters were types, so much the participating should see Jacqueline plw11y, and most important of all, experience. Its color, mute and and done with played out, like the
An example of her interpretive
better," 11r. Sharp stated. He Servais '49 who is in charge of Spiritual.s.
--rim ' emphasizes the mood of the storm-these ~nexpectedly critical ex.position is "L' Ag' Ya" a dance
.,
pointed out that name~ are of~n organizing the group, states Mary
experiences of the present and. of based on an original theme by
George Gershwin, born in Brook- s ubject.
used in novels to clarify the in- Ellen Avery, SF chairman.
lyn, New York, in 1898, "proved
Eugene Berman caught the the past that she had had to rehve Katherine Dunham and int~grattended generalization in characterLydia Titus '47 will be head of more conspicuously than any other spi rit in which pre-war Euro?e as though they were insepa~a_ble ing primitive dances with the
ization.
the SF bulletin board and will post single composer, that jazz could lived in his Adri.a.ti.c and Paludia, from each other, each containing forces of magic and superstition.
Books that do not deal primarily announcements of the activities of be used with serious purpose in
while Despiau's bronze Assia is within itself both cause and effect, Placed in a .Martinique fishing
with human nature but with an SF headquarters in New York.
larger musical compositions." This infused with a classical spirit so that as neither could justly be- village, it telli; the story of two
"emphasis on what may be equally
The exhibit on Student Feder- was his greatest contribution to quickened by the more nervous gin, so neither could end. They
interesting and equally a product alists in the library this week was music, and the one that will make spirit of our time. )1aillol's Leda, were done she repeated, done! Yes, lovers, Alcide and Loulouse, a.,d a
of artistic creation" are less signi- arranged by Florence Curme and his name live. Gershwin's name emphasizing the sculptor's inter- except as 'they must be experien~ed villain, Julot, who obtains a power.
ful love-charm from the king cf
ficant in the long run, the speaker Esther Boghossian '47.
is synonymous with everything est in materials and soundness of again within the future ~ind, p9:m- the Zombie,:. The "cambois" brings
pointed out.
Authors of such
that is gloriously American in structure, shows us a figure in- fully, precariously, with mcreasmg Loulouse under its spell and the
works are Catherine Morland,
music.
His unique style, his fused with the tension and energy knowledge to foster the dread of frantic
A lei de challenge~ his
Arnold Bennett, Zola, Stevenson, tions, and to escape Hickey's con- vivid, vigorous compositions have
understanding."
of the twentieth century.
enemy
to
the fighting dance, "L'
Kipling and Scott.
stant plaguing, each goes out t,J awakened an exciting and relativeAs has been often said, The Ag' Ya." In the climax of terror
There are also examples of reElaborating on Scott, Mr. Sharp
toy with reality, armed only with ly new type of musical apprecia- ligious art of powerful impact by Suddc-11 Guest is a mature book, and magic he is killed, and afo:e
said that his novel is a "blend
tion.
He broke new grounds, Ford, Watkins and Weber, as well and there can be no doubt of the
of adventure and history'' and in ill-fitting best clothes and fierce blazed fascinating new trails, and as works by Soutine and Chagall, relief to be found in reading and on the stage, in white \,ith bare
shoulders gleaming, Loulouse, respite of his endings, "is not a hang-oYers. No one, characters or was accepted heartily as the firstincluding a self-portrait. A photo- indeed living this brief, straight- leased from the spell, dances her
moralist." He added that he lacks audience, thinks for a mo.me:it rate national composer.
graphic display and model of Frank forward and wholly unsensational grief.
moral penetration and that his that the pipe dreams can be
Of his Rlwpsody in Blu.e David Lloyd Wright's Robie House serve account of a perfectly miserable
The other dances executed b;
novels do not have the range of
realized. The futility of the at- Ewen wrote that it "is an Amer- as representative examples of and shrunken soul. We are forced, this amazing group contain the
application that we are looking for.
ican
musical
expression,
so modern American architecture, as the book ends, to ask, with the sa me primitive power of mystery,
Even in an historical novel this tempt and the inevitability of the authentically conceived, and prowhile modern design in glass and n:>w lone\\- old woman, the question, strange religion, frenzy and terror.
wide range can be achieved, Mr. outcome is implicit frcxm the start. jected with such raciness and tang,
plastics is exemplified by those "If dawn· were peopled, then with The dancers themselves show UJ:·
Sharp added and said that ThackIn the final scene, the increase:l that we feel when we listen to it pieces loaned by the Steuben Divi- whom?
With whom?" For in
eray attained this in Himry confidence of the salesman, Hick- that a part of all of us has been sion and the Corning Glass Works. each of us there is a bit of a derstanding of their work and have
a skillfully developed technique cf
E8?1iond.
Gershwin also
Pausing thus, the Institute is Carrel Leckton.
ey, is a strong contrast to the caught there."
vigor and free cxpre~sion with a
Stevenson did not take literature
wrote a Concerto, an opera- launching upon a broader program
fine physical balance and dramatic
seriously but glorified adventure, death-like dejection of the return- Porgy and Bess-,an orchestral
which proposes to take a more
EDUCATION
pantomime.
the speaker said. Henry J ames ed and disillusioned bar flies. music, of which the most famollS
active and integrated part in comThis last is particularly evidetl
had a microscopic imagination and Hickey has removed their pitiful is An Am.erican in Pa.ris.
(Continued
from
page
2)
munity life than it has in the past.
in
"La Comparsa" from "Motivos",
his enlargement of it was small, pipe dreams, made them face
gestions of many needs.
(5)
The field of semi-classical music
a group of five West Indian
he added.
"Strengthening Home Life" is an
themse!Yes, and has left the111 has been successfully developed in
dances wherein a woman e::-<>-America within the past two dec- poses, falls generally, into the important aim at this time as many
completely
,,;thout
life
even
THEATRE
following
classifications:
1)
jazz,
problems intensified by the war counters three masked men in the
ades. This music, written pri,vithout one of the dreams. As marily for orchestra, has the classic 2) folk songs, 3) swing, love have to be solved. Parent-teacher dark early mornmg street>, ar.d
(Continued from page 2)
Hickey continues to talk, revealing and the popular element as its ballads, and blues.
"Jazz, for organizations are vital in introduc- among the bedraggled litt~r of a
in drunken sleep of the days whi>n
the story of his change, he realizes basis. It consists generally of ex- better or worse," says Marion ing into the home the ideals and carnival portrays with sensiti,e•
"Vine shall flow under the vilness and pathos the fact that one cf
that he has fashioned the greatest tremely full orchestrations exotic Bauer, "is a twentieth century practices of the school. (6) Fedthe
masked may be her husband.
lows". Hugo awakes and comes up
American
product.
It
has
come
to
eral, state, and local financial suppipe-dream of all: by destroying and lilting melodies, and 'modem
From absorption induced b;
for air at periodic intervals to derhythms. The names of Andre be a generic term rather than to port is the aim in "Investing in
what he lived for, the lee man has Kostelanetz, Dave Rose, Raymond specify a type. Everyone knows Education". Educators point out dances such as this, the switch to
liver his short, thickly-accent.er!
already come to him. He is no Block, and Al Goodman stand out what it is but no one will under- that financial support equal to that "Nostalgia" and the "Finale"
explosion of anarchistic vernaculonger afraid of life because dea•h as the most conspicuous composers take to define it." Jazz is excit- s pent on the atomic bomb will be seemed for the first few minutes
lar. Hugo's recurring spurt of
of this peculiarly American musical ing with its fast, syncopated good investment. The returns of to be disappointingly commercia!has co~ 1c to him on earth.
words becomes a refrain varying
rhythm; it is a definite result of a high level of education are listed ized. They remain so, to a cert&::
development.
With his exit, the bar room
the American's trait of the love as flourishing business, efficient extent, but are redeemed by beb.i
each time with the changing tone
A great new field has opened up
people re,he. Harry Slade anti for semi-classical music in Holly- of action and speed.
government service, cultural op- excellently done with humor and
of the play.
Don Parrilt <'<'tni nit suicide, being wood. Background music, as it is
There has been a vast develop- portunities, and progress in re- insight into the eras of the ferAncient Harry Hope, proprietor
the only two left with :my nioti- called, used in movies, is so pop- ment in the second category of ligious and humanitarian move- runner of Jazz and the Blues, Rag•
of the cheap saloon and rooming
ments. It is estimated that five time, and the beginnings of 'swing'.
vating force. A neater l;inJ c • ular, that it has become necessary American popular music, namelyhouse, has convinced himself that
to issue recordings to meet public folk songs. The development in billion dollars is necessary annually The Black Bottom, :llooch, Tbt
death remains for the rest of the
he is reverencing the sacred aner:1demand. This music is designed to the twentieth century lies not so in order to have adequate edu- Charleston arc all there, as evide::
bar room group. They curse the fit the mood of the picture and is much in the composing of new cational opportunities for all. (7) as the connection between the wild
ory of his deceased wife by not
departed Hickey and encourag~ flavored with the emotional, which songs, but in the popularization "Promotion of Health and Safety" and primitive dances and the flag•
venturing out of his place once in
each other until they are creating makes a great appeal to the Amer- and growing popularity of the old is pertinent as an aim for a better rant and sensuous rhythms of tht
the twentr years since her death.
ones.
tomorrow. Health defects must be '20's and the jazz that beats o;;t
bigger pipe dreams than ever. The ican audience.
It beccxmes apparent that she had
American swing and love bal- corrected, and the waste in human of 5moky dives in New York,
There is much to be done yet in
Ice Man as death has spoken for
been I' nagging, penny-pinching
the field of popularization of opera lads comprise a peculiarly native lives resultant from accidents must Chicago, and New Orleans today.
each one of these.
And so the lights come up and
in America. The opening of Elmer development in music. S,ving owes be reduced.
woman.
the dancers arc gone, but the
The superb acting of the ex- Rice's Street Scene, as an Ameri- its success to the radio and phonoEducation
for
an
atomic
age
imThe three street walkers, Pearl,
can opera, should help the situ- graph, as well as to the modern plies the harnessing of atomic drums and their beating follow all
Margie, and Cora, cling viciously tre.,nelv actable play make it
swing band. Love ballads satisfy energy so that it works as a serv- the way home on the "Eighth
transc;nd the bare story of the ation. The radio has achieved
to the belief that they are only
a certain success in satisfying the American trait of sentimental- ant for the advantage of mankind. Avenue."
script. The points are pounded in
tarts and not regular whores.
a listening audience; but the real ity. With some exception, these The power in education should be
Tel. Norton 109
These and all the rest have tin- but the excellent quality of the transporting of the opera will re- tunes are short-lived.
u~cd to develop human resources
One other peculiarly American whid1 will be master o,·er material
sel pipe dreams to brighten up acting lifts up and sustains th" quire time. As it stands now, only
NORTON
movement of the play by buildin,{ a very few big cities are able to development can be seen in the resources, and will be responsible
their bleak lives. Into this setting
blues,
which
have
become
extremeCAB CO.
enjoy operatic productions. An
for them.
A social science, a
comes the fanatical salesman line on line and mood on mood increase in opera companies, ly popular in the twentieth centEVERETT
BEN.:-;ETT, Own r
!Science of human relationships, is
Hickey, to sell them the peace he uniil you of the audience are com- brought about by an increase in ury. Allied very closely with the a field demanding serious attention
Norton Center Norton, )las!.
said he had found by facing the pletely transported into the world public demand in the smaller cities, blues is boogie woogie.
from this and coming generations.
Above, then, is a birds-eye view
ugly facts of his life. The group of these people, where you bccor1c will gradually solve the problem
of the scarcity of opera in the of the twentieth century American
Books . Stationery
of derilicks had been expecting the thoroughly absorbed in undertaste in music. As seen, it is a
United States.
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standing
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individuals.
You
MUSTO'S
generous Hickey to bring them
It would be difficult to find a varied one, and a conglomerated
view
them
,vith
sympathy,
not
STEARNS'
jokes, hilarity, and all the liquor
country which possesses a more one, and proves that the American
BEAUTY SALON
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censure.
The
stage
is
full
of
of
the
twentieth
century
is
as
broad
wide and varied field of "popular''
they could drink. But this time
.Mansfield
and
versatile
as
he
is
changeable.
characters.
By
the
end
of
the
music
than
America.
Amercan
Mansfield
Tel.
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Hickey, free from the need of
American music is constantly
popular music for practical purdrink, coones on a mission to save play the individuality of each is
growing and flowering as new comthem ;-if they will recognize ex- perfectly impressed on your mind.
posers and new tastes appear.
Rocky Pioggi, the rught bar- temper with kindness.
actly what they are, they can break
A. S. Ingraham Co.
American music will never remain
The future of this play will al- static for American society is not
the chains of illusions and will be tender, is played by Toon Pedi. As
52 Union S t .
free to be themselves. Hickey a dark, round Italian barkeeper ways depend largely on the power static. Arnold Schoenber vaguely,
Attleboro
FOR
yet significantly, describes the
tells them with utmost conviction who calls a spade a spade, his of the performance. The Martin
Artists
Supplies
musical
traits
of
the
twentieth
STUDE NT ROOMS
that they will no longer be tor- vigorous outspokenness lends hum- Beck theatre presentation is top century American, when he says:
or
and
relief
to
the
tension.
Carl
notch. Also the theme has a "I feel from Americans a different
mented and haunted by the feeling
of failure once they cease pre- Benton Reid is the "bar room mas- quality of universality because of musical attitude, or instinct, toSPORTSTERS
tending. By his manner of jovial ter of cosmic thinking". Though the unresolved question with ward harmonic relations than my
hy Sandler of Boston
own.
I
confess
to
you
that
I
can
in
shabby
circwnstances,
he
lends
Taunton
self-confidence, Hickey persuades
which it deals. Certainly it is a
10-12 Trescott St.
at
feel this difference more readily
each person to try his schconc. a commanding presence to the leading play on Bro:tdway todaySillman's Shoe Store
than I can define it. It is someThis makes an excellent scene on stage. Duddly Diggs' perfor:m· monumental in size, foron and per"Your Su,re ''
43
Park St., Attleboro, Mass.
thing
to
be
studied,
and
it
should
the stage. .Each one screws up ancc makes the dotting old man
foronance.
mean something to mW1ic."
his courage with half-baked inten- alive, coupling an incorrigible
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